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Beauty comes from the person,
not from the body

Beauty is not a golden number or a social code,
beauty is universal. Everyone of us is a beautiful
person, only waiting to be revealed.

Revealing beauty builds one’s
confidence

Seeing the beautiful person discreetly hidden
within yourself creates a dynamic feeling, giving
you confidence in yourself.

Discovering the beautiful people around
us, helps us live better all together.
In revealing the beauty of all people, the project
builds respect and mutual understanding,
strengthening cohesion and humanizing all.
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A DYNAMIC, HUMANIST
AND INCLUSIVE PROJECT
Our project is based on groups of
people: employees of a company,
volunteers
in
an
association,
inhabitants of a building, passionate
members of a leisure club...
Even if each of us is part of a group
of people that we see regularly and
with whom we share our passions or
our days at work, we rarely see the
beautiful people in them. And it is
often the closest to us that we no
longer see for who they are.
This project exists to allow everyone
to see the beauty in the person that
surround them; the project is here to
pacify, beautify and humanize our
world.

We offer all groups to portray their
members individually. These portraits
are made by Geraldine Aresteanu
whose artistic humanist approach turns
the shooting into a pleasant and
positive moment.
Géraldine Aresteanu has the talent to
see the beautiful person in all of us.
We create a unique experience where
people discover both their own and
their fellow group members’ beauty in
being part of a similar experience
together and sharing their portraits
among themselves.
This creates the amazing experience of
the Everybody is Beautiful project.
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HOW DOES IT WORK ?
The team invests a place where the group usually
lives and puts in place the portable studio. Each
group member is photographed in the same
conditions: no professional hairdresser or make-up
artist, no photographic retouching, a simple
background and one light, because it is the person
who is important.
Each
participant
discovers
their
portrait
immediately, thanks to an on-site high-quality
printing. Everyone can share their feeling and
show the result to the other group members and
encourage their participation. Because the team
offers to the entire group to participate, but never
forces anyone to come and have their picture
taken.
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HOW DOES IT WORK ?

A PARTICIPATIVE PROJECT
When they participate, groups take part in a
dynamic artistic approach that aims to
highlight the humanity of our world.
Therefore participants are invited to
participate on the website everybody-isbeautiful.com (currently in creation).
On the website, their shooting session is
presented with their pictures, the name of
their group, and their testimony on the
moment they have experienced during the
shooting.

WHICH GROUP DO WE
PROPOSE OUR PROJECT TO ?
Groups of different size, composed of a
variety of people, different in their status,
their age, their origin, their responsibilities or
any source of difference other than religious
or political.

No personal selection is made by the project
members on the photos shown. All the
members of each groups are presented
unless people absolutely refuse it.
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PROFESSIONAL PROJECTS

The artistic project Everybody is Beautiful is universal.
The project transfers easily in a professional action at a
company’s request for itself, its brands or its teams.
For companies, our project can create or strengthen a
group cohesion, motivate employees, raise awareness
on corporate values, unite brand fans, enhance
management’s team spirit, mark the success of a
project ...
The team can also document the shooting on site and
provide a making-of tool (in photo or film).
Each shooting is unique. We build a specific approach
according to the client’s need and objectives, with an
adapted cost estimate.
Team building for a Vodafone subsidiary
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PROFESSIONAL PROJECTS

Our approach is inclusive and open to all.
For the companies we work for, we like to
propose an extension of the shooting by
performing the "Everybody Is Beautiful"
experience for a non-profit association
supported by the company.
The cost of this experience is then supported
half by the company and half by the
Everybody Is Beautiful team.

Gilfted young pianist supported by the Princess Margarita
of Romania Foundation
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Women entrepreneur group
Orléans - France
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The Institute of change
Ballet Company
Bucarest - Roumania
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Roller Derby players – Orléans - France
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«Romeo Team »
International scientist team at
Aldebaran Roboticskll, creator of
Romeo, France’s first robot
personal assistant –
www.projetromeo.com
Paris - France
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Working team in financial
services company, subsidiary of
Vodafone Romania
Bucarest - Romania
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Gifted young talents supported
by the Vodafone Foundation and
the
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EVERYBODY
IS
BEAUTIFUL	
  
GERALDINE
ARESTEANU
Photographer

OLIVIER
MORDACQ
Making-of

EMMANUELLE
MORDACQ
Project organisation
and company contact
+ 33 609 311 827
emordacq@placesconsulting.com
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